Scholastic Library Digital Products Discounts

For almost 100 years Scholastic has provided print and digital resources to help children learn and grow. Below are seven of our digital databases for K-12 users in schools and public libraries—easy to use and full of information and learning opportunities to help reading, reports, research, early learning, family and community engagement platforms and much, much more. Perfect for public and school libraries.

1. Providing credible, accurate, reliable content on almost every core-curricula subject, Scholastic GO! offers endless resources for research in a multitude of media. Explore nonfiction texts, world newspapers, videos and more with this easy-to-navigate digital resource designed to strengthen content knowledge, vocabulary, and core proficiency skills. Grade 2 to Adult general reference database.

2. Emphasizing the latest STEM thinking and the Next Generation Science Standards, ScienceFlix is transforming the way students access science topics, acquire scientific knowledge, and build an abiding interest in science, technology, and engineering.

3. Offering dozens of units to supplement social studies and science core curricula learning. TrueFlix is a highly-engaging multimedia resource that can be used in the library, the classroom, on mobile devices, or at home.

4. With more than 60 multimedia units spanning 10 core areas of study, FreedomFlix offers students a behind-the-scenes look at the people, places, and events that shaped our world. Engage even the most reluctant readers with this dynamic, interactive digital resource!

5. Scholastic BookFlix is an online literacy resource that pairs classic video storybooks from Weston Woods with related nonfiction eBooks from Scholastic to build a love of reading and learning. This engaging way to link fact and fiction reinforces early reading skills and introduces children to a world of knowledge and exploration.

6. Scholastic Teachables is an online database of tens of thousands of searchable and printable, ready-to-use educational materials. It delivers the highest quality content and the most effective instructional tools to support teachers in their search for reliable, authentic, and proven classroom resources.

7. Watch & Learn--Videos for kids! Easy to teach. Fun to watch. 230+ videos to build knowledge and vocabulary for grade PreK-3 in English and Spanish. A library of hundreds of nonfiction videos with real-world footage build science, social studies and social-emotional knowledge. Closed captioning for each videos supports ELL and beginning readers

Click here for a full list of offerings: [http://www.scholastic.com/digital/index.htm](http://www.scholastic.com/digital/index.htm)

Discount pricing available for libraries based on population served and for schools per building. For Public Libraries serving populations of 100,000 plus please contact our sales rep in St. Charles for pricing. Courtney Warren at 800 387 1437 for all orders, questions, pricing and discounts.

ALL PRICING REFLECTS AT LEAST A 10% DISCOUNT OFF LIST PRICE FOR ALL PRODUCTS.